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 An integrated model to predict cleaning profiles inside an automatic dishwasher is 
proposed. 

 Water jets trajectories are evaluated via a mathematical model based on geometry 
principles. 

 Kinetics of soil removal are evaluated using a fluid dynamic gauge.
 Mechanisms of removal are combined and integrated together to simulate removal 

data.
 Validation is done by comparison with real data. 
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9
10

11 1. Introduction

12 There are a number of consumer operations, including automatic dishwashers (ADWs), where 

13 chemical engineering approaches could help overcome the current semi-empirical approach. A 

14 typical ADW cleaning cycle consists of a series of rinse and main wash stages in which the 

15 detergent is released from its compartment and temperatures are varying during the length of the 

16 cycle. A great performance would involve the complete cleaning and drying of a wide variety of 

17 items in the least time possible and consuming low amounts of water and energy. Significant 

18 savings in water consumption (~75%) and energy used (~25%) are currently achieved when 

19 compared with the hand washing of a standardised load (Berkholz et al., 2010). The result is 

20 influenced by the water coverage and physical energy input (which depends on the appliance 

21 design), the distribution of items (partially user-dependant) and the performance of the formulated 

22 detergent used. 

23

24 The coverage produced by the water jets is believed to be a key factor for the effectiveness of 

25 cleaning (Wang et al., 2013a). Within ADWs, impinging jets may impact the different surfaces at 

26 a wide range of angles. Different angles of ejection are obtained by varying the design of the 

27 individual nozzles present in a spray arm and by changing the pump pressure. This produces 

28 different ejection paths depending on the nozzle considered. Also, the spray arm rotation rate is 

29 a consequence of the total torque generated. Generally, the presence of one or more ‘driving 

30 nozzles’ at the bottom of a spray arm creates a net force due to the reaction force that is produced 

31 on the spray arm once the water is ejected (Newton’s third law).

32
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33 Current detergent formulations encompass a wide range of ingredients (Tomlinson and Carnali, 

34 2007). They can be grouped according to the role they play during a wash cycle. Buffers are 

35 required to maintain pH, influencing the swelling and gelification phenomena needed for the 

36 successful removal of protein and starch-based soils. Builders and antiscalants control the water 

37 hardness and avoid the formation of undesired precipitates on glassware. Bleaches aim to 

38 perform a germicidal action and to remove stains like tea. Surfactants are required to control 

39 foaming and to increase the wettability of the different items. An excessive foaming would cause 

40 a malfunction of the spray arms due to the displacement of bubbles to the pumps, therefore 

41 surfactants added to ADW formulations typically perform an antifoaming or defoaming action. 

42 Finally, enzymes are one of the key ingredients across automatic dishwashing industry nowadays 

43 (Aehle, 2007; Olsen and Falholt, 1998). The low levels set in formulation made possible their 

44 inclusion in commercial detergents. Enzymes help the reduction of wash times, lower the required 

45 pH and provide a more environmentally friendly effluent. Two major groups of enzymes are used: 

46 proteases and amylases. They must perform correctly in a wide range of temperatures (20ºC to 

47 70ºC) and with an optimum temperature performance around 60ºC; show high activity at basic 

48 conditions; be stable in the presence of other detergent ingredients; and target a wide variety of 

49 soils.

50

51 Small-scale techniques of increasing complexity have been developed throughout the years to 

52 better understand cleaning both in the context of ADWs as well as industrial Cleaning-In-Place 

53 processes (CIP) (Wilson, 2005). A flow channel, developed by (Christian and Fryer, 2006), flows 

54 a wash solution upon a soil sample attached to a substrate while enabling the evaluation of 

55 cleaning via image analysis, pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient changes. The reported 

56 technique has been used to study removal of different fouling materials, such as, yeast (Goode 

57 et al., 2010), toothpaste (Cole et al., 2010), sweetened condensed milk (Othman et al., 2010), or 

58 whey proteins (Christian and Fryer, 2006), under different cleaning times and Re numbers that 

59 were correlated to wall shear stress. A micromanipulation rig was developed to measure the 

60 energy required to remove adhesive and cohesive deposits from different surfaces (Liu et al., 

61 2002). Different analyses on multiple soils (i.e tomato paste, egg albumin, whey protein 

62 concentrate, milk protein or bread dough) have also been reported (Liu et al., 2006a, 2006b, 

63 2006c, 2005). A similar system, called millimanipulation, has been recently developed by Ali et 
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64 al., (2015) to study highly adhesive soils, such as baked lard. Fluid Dynamic Gauging (FDG) also 

65 allows to explore indirectly the behaviour of soft soil deposits by measuring the thickness 

66 evolution when submerged in a liquid environment  (Gordon et al., 2010a, 2010b; Tuladhar et al., 

67 2000, 2002). Finally, the impact of impinging jets at different angles over a flat surface and their 

68 correlation to the effectiveness of cleaning has also been investigated (Wang et al., 2014, 2013a, 

69 2013b; Wilson et al., 2014, 2012). These various techniques have aided to an improved 

70 understanding of the mechanisms of soil removal. However, current industry standardised ADW 

71 cleaning tests only evaluate the performance of an appliance or detergent once the cleaning cycle 

72 is finished (AHAM, 1992). Technical items are evaluated using a visual method before and after 

73 the wash cycle and not during it. Timescale is not considered. Therefore, the introduction of time 

74 as a factor and the necessity of understanding the limitations and interactions of mechanical and 

75 chemical components throughout the wash cycle become essential.

76

77 Moreover, cleaning of highly attached dry deposits is complex. Particularly, egg yolk soils are one 

78 of the most challenging. This material is highly difficult to remove from a hard surface when dried 

79 and is one of the typical consumer complaints within the automatic dishwasher industry (DuPont, 

80 2012). Three stages can be identified in the cleaning process (Bird and Fryer, 1991): 1) an initial 

81 swelling when the soil and the wash solution are put into contact; 2) a constant removal rate once 

82 the removal of the substance occurs and 3) a final decay of the removal rate when adhesive 

83 forces become important. 

84

85 The present paper aims to address the link between mechanical and chemical processes 

86 occurring over time in a typical dishwasher operation. For that, this works presents the 

87 combination of methods and models to predict phenomena occurring at the scale of an actual 

88 automatic dishwasher and more specifically to predict the cleaning path of a typical hard-to-

89 remove soil. For the presented system, only buffers and enzymes are studied as key ingredients 

90 within current commercial formula.

91

92

93

94
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95 2. Methodology

96 To provide an integrated model solution, it is necessary to simulate both the flow of water inside 

97 the appliance as well as the behaviour of the soil at the different cleaning conditions established. 

98 Water flow depends on the specific design of the ADW and the distribution of items inside it, while 

99 the cleaning evolution is also a function of the status of the soil sample (i.e. moisture content) and 

100 the mechanical and chemical conditions set. The different phenomena must be combined and 

101 integrated over time to predict the cleaning evolution of a typical soil. Finally, a comparison against 

102 experimental data is necessary to validate the model solution proposed. Figure 1 shows a 

103 schematic representation of the methodology followed. 

104

105

106 This work develops three main areas to provide an integrated model:

107

108 1) Mathematical model for the prediction of water jets trajectories based on dishwasher 

109 design: an analysis on the water motion inside an ADW using Positron Emission Particle 

110 Tracking (PEPT) already reported that the initial distribution of water in current ADWs 

111 occurs via coherent jets from the different nozzles in the spray arms (Pérez-Mohedano 

112 et al., 2015a). From a particular position a jet follows a defined trajectory that can be 

113 estimated by using geometric principles. A mathematical model which predicts the jet 

114 trajectory and impact points according to the nozzle and spray arm design and the 

115 position of the item to be cleaned is developed in consequence.

116

117 2) Small-scale statistical models for the various cleaning mechanisms identified on protein 

118 cleaning: the cleaning sequence followed by a typical dry egg yolk sample consists of an 

119 initial swelling stage followed by a removal phase which could occur via soil dissolution 

120 (enzymatic-induced removal) or removal via shear stress action (mechanical and 

121 enzymatic-induced removal) (Pérez-Mohedano et al., 2015b). Additionally, removal 

122 mechanisms showed an initial transition period with none or negligible removal followed 

123 by a steady increase to a constant value after a certain time. To collect data regarding 

124 the removal mechanisms and lag time, a custom design set of experiments using 

125 scanning Fluid Dynamic Gauging (sFDG) is presented in this work. For swelling 
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126 phenomenon it was required a diffusion coefficient (D), Flory-Huggins parameter (Χ), 

127 number of polymer chains per unit volume (N), the volume of a solvent molecule (water) 

128 (Ω) and the thickness at equilibrium (hmax), whose values can be originally found in Pérez-

129 Mohedano et al., (2016) and are summarised further in Table 5. Data from each individual 

130 mechanism is analysed separately and modelled according to different statistical 

131 procedures.

132

133 3) Integration of the individual models developed and comparison of the simulations 

134 performed with real data for validation purposes: to integrate the swelling and removal 

135 behaviour of protein-based soils explained above, an algorithm was reported (Pérez-

136 Mohedano et al., 2015b) and summarised in Eq. 1:

137

138 Eq. 1
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑆 ‒ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑆𝑆 ‒  (1 ‒ 𝑓) ∙ 𝑆𝐷

139

140 Where: 

141  h = Thickness of the soil sample. 

142  t  = Time.   

143  S = Swelling function. 

144  SS = Shear Stress function.

145  SD = Soil Dissolution function. 

146  f = Frequency function. Step function (0 or 1).

147

148 Thickness change of a soil sample over time is a function of the swelling (positive 

149 thickness variation) and removal either by  shear stress action or soil dissolution (negative 

150 thickness variation). The frequency function accounts for the periods when an external 

151 mechanical action is being applied on the sample or not. It is a step function with a value 

152 of 0 when no external mechanical action occurs and a value of 1 when it does. This 

153 cancels the term not applicable at each specific time. The integration of the equation 

154 allows to represent the evolution of the soil thickness at varying cleaning conditions. 

155
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156 In this work, data from the mathematical model on jets trajectories is used to determine 

157 the frequency (f) of impact of the different jets generated in the ADW. This information is 

158 then combined with individual statistical models for the various cleaning mechanisms 

159 (swelling (S), shear stress (SS) and soil dissolution removal (SD)) as a function of the 

160 conditions in the ADW: temperature, pH, enzyme level, shear stress and frequency factor. 

161

162 To generate real data, an image analysis system was designed to evaluate cleaning in 

163 ADW in real time. Results are finally compared with simulations performed from the 

164 swelling-removal algorithm.

165

166 3. Materials & Experimental Procedure

167 3.1.  Soil Technical Samples

168 Egg yolk samples were used as the soil type to study. It is a complex mixture with a typical dry 

169 composition of approximately  62.5% fats, 33% proteins, 3.5% minerals and 1% of carbohydrates 

170 (Mine and Zhang, 2013). Its main structure is formed by high (HDLs) and low density lipoproteins 

171 (LDLs) in the shape of spheres that surround a lipid core. Despite the larger proportion of fats, 

172 the samples are considered protein-based as their properties depend precisely on their protein 

173 network. For example, its behaviour follows the typical cleaning sequence of protein concentrated 

174 deposits (Fryer et al., 2006). Also, at above 70ºC, egg yolk samples have been reported to form 

175 protein aggregates able to swell due to their amphiphilic properties (Denmat et al., 1999; Tsutsui, 

176 1988). These behaviours were observed with the samples used in this work, thus it was maintain 

177 their reference as protein-based soils. 

178

179 The tiles were purchased from Centre For Testmaterials (CFT, products DS-22 / DM-22, C.F.T. 

180 BV, Vlaardingen, the Netherlands). They were made by spraying layers of egg yolk over a 

181 stainless steel or melamine base. Specifics on the preparation of the samples remained unknown 

182 due to confidentiality reasons from the samples’ manufacturer. Stainless steel substrates were 

183 used for scanning fluid dynamic gauge experiments as a completely flat and non-swellable 

184 surface was needed. Melamine substrates were used in tests in the ADW unit due to the white 

185 background required for colour measurements. Samples were kept in a fridge at temperatures 

186 below 5ºC until their usage for their correct preservation. Original size of the tiles used was 12 
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187 cm x 10 cm. However, melamine tiles were cut to 6cm x 10cm, corresponding to half of the original 

188 purchased size. Their initial thickness and mass were 68 μm (14 µm) and 1.75 g (0.04 g) with 

189 a water content of 0.11 grams (0.03 g) for their original size.

190

191 3.2.Research techniques

192 3.2.1. Automatic Dishwasher Unit

193 Experiments performed inside an automatic dishwasher (ADW) were carried out in a customised 

194 Whirlpool unit (DU750 model). The appliance was programmed to run at two constant washing 

195 temperatures (30ºC and 55ºC) with only the lower spray arm ejecting water and at a rotation rate 

196 of 35 rpm. The length of the cycles was up to 2 hours without any initial or final rinse stage. 

197

198 3.2.2. Camera kit

199 A waterproof camera was the tool used to gather online images through the wash cycle. A 

200 waterproof torch with good resistance to high temperatures was also used as the light source 

201 inside the ADW. Specific details on the design and set-up of the camera kit have been intentionally 

202 avoided to preserve its confidentiality. The system aimed to evaluate the cleaning evolution of 

203 technical CFT tiles via color changes. 

204

205 3.2.3. Scanning Fluid Dynamic Gauge

206 Scanning Fluid Dynamic Gauge (sFDG) was the technique selected for the analysis of the 

207 cleaning evolution of technical protein samples in a small-scale and controlled environment. It 

208 allows to measure thickness changes on immobile flat samples. A gauging fluid is passed through 

209 a nozzle and its flow is gravity-maintained. Any changes in the sample as a consequence of its 

210 swelling or removal varies the flow. To keep it constant, the nozzle must move up or downwards 

211 to adapt to the situation. These movements are recorded through a data logger to a computer 

212 and then translated into the thickness of the sample at different experimental times. A wide range 

213 of conditions can be controlled and study: temperature, chemistry (pH, enzyme concentration, 

214 ionic strength...), shear stress and frequency of application of shear stress over various locations 

215 on the sample. 

216
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217 3.3.Experimental procedure

218 3.3.1. sFDG tests – Individual statistical models 

219 To develop the individual statistical models for the two mechanisms of removal (soil dissolution 

220 and shear stress) and the ‘lag time’ prediction, a 22 experiments custom-design was established 

221 in the sFDG. Swelling data was collected in a recently published study (Pérez-Mohedano et al., 

222 2016) and can be observed in Table 5. Temperature and pH were in a range from 30 ºC to 55 ºC 

223 and 9.5 to 11.5 respectively. Enzyme levels were set between 0.02 g/l and 0.10 g/l. These ranges 

224 are the ones typically set in ADW cleaning cycles. Enzymes used were specific proteases 

225 designed for its use in ADWs. Shear stress imposed was established from 12 Pa to 65 Pa, 

226 matching the lowest and highest shear stress exerted by the gauging fluid. Frequency factor 

227 ranged from 8.5% to 100%. A frequency factor of 8.5% was set by tracking 6 different locations 

228 per sample. As the gauging nozzle needed time to move from one location to another, the 

229 imposition of external shear stress lasted approximately 30 seconds per location. The scanning 

230 sequence was repeated every 6 minutes. A frequency factor of 100% means that the nozzle was 

231 sited over a single location for the duration of the experiment. 

232

233 The initial water hardness was established at 8.5 US gpg (4.4 mM) by maintaining a molar ratio 

234 between CaCl2·6H2O and MgCl2·6H20 of 3:1. 0.236 g/l of CaCl2·6H2O and 0.076 g/l of 

235 MgCl2·6H2O were added to the deionised water used. pH was established and maintained via 

236 buffer solutions. It was measured with a pH meter (product Orion 4 Star™, Thermo Scientific 

237 Orion). The different pH were achieved as follows: 

238

239  For pH 9.5, 0.112 g/l of Na2CO3 and 0.150 g/l of NaHCO3 were used ([Na2CO3] = 1.10 

240 mM and [NaHCO3] = 1.80 mM).

241  For pH 10.5, 0.106 g/l of Na2CO3 were added ([Na2CO3] = 1.00 mM).

242  For pH 11.5, 0.13 g/l of NaOH were added ([NaOH] = 3.25 mM). 

243

244 Chemicals were added and recirculated through the system 10 minutes prior the start of the tests. 

245 Temperatures were monitored with the aid of waterproof digital thermometers. More details on 

246 the specifics in the use of the sFDG and the data processing can be found in Pérez-Mohedano 

247 et al., (2015b).
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248 Table 1 summarises the experimental approach already taken for swelling data and the approach 

249 presented in this paper to model removal mechanisms, which experimental matrix is shown in 

250 Table 2.

251 Table 1. Summary of the two different Design of Experiments considered.

MODEL FACTORS RANGE 
CONSIDERED TYPE OF DESIGN

Temperature 30ºC – 55ºC
Swelling

(No enzymes) pH 9.5 – 11.5

Full Factorial
(9 experiments)

Data found in Pérez-
Mohedano et al., (2016)

Temperature 30ºC – 55ºC

pH 9.5 – 11.5

Enzyme 0.02 g/l – 0.10 g/l

Shear 
Frequency 8.5% - 100%

Swelling
+ Removal

(With enzymes)

Shear Stress 12 Pa – 65 Pa

Custom design
(22 experiments) 

Data found in Table 2.

252

253 Table 2. Experiment matrix for the 22 experiments custom design in the sFDG.

#
T

 (ºC)
pH ENZYME 

(g/l)
FREQUENCY
FACTOR (%)

SHEAR 
STRESS 

(Pa)

1 55 9.5 0.10 9 65

2 30 9.5 0.06 54.5 65

3 30 10.5 0.02 9 38.5

4 55 11.5 0.02 100 12

5 30 9.5 0.10 9 12

6 42.5 10.5 0.06 54.5 38.5

7 30 11.5 0.06 54.5 38.5

8 55 9.5 0.06 9 12

9 42.5 9.5 0.02 54.5 38.5

10 30 9.5 0.10 100 38.5

11 55 9.5 0.02 100 65

12 42.5 11.5 0.10 100 12

13 30 10.5 0.10 54.5 65

14 42.5 10.5 0.06 100 38.5

15 30 10.5 0.02 100 12

16 55 11.5 0.10 9 38.5

17 55 10.5 0.02 54.5 65

18 55 11.5 0.10 100 65

19 42.5 11.5 0.06 9 65

20 55 9.5 0.10 54.5 12
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21 30 11.5 0.02 100 65

22 42.5 11.5 0.02 9 12
254

255

256 3.3.2. ADW tests

257 ADW tests generated the information required to compare the integrated model with real data. 

258 Experiments studied temperature, pH and enzyme level effects in a real wash environment. Shear 

259 stress applied and frequency factor remained constant as they were dependent on the appliance 

260 design and spray arm rotation rate which were invariant. Table 3 summarises the 6 different wash 

261 conditions run:

262

263 Table 3. Summary of the six different ADW experiments considered.

EXPERIMENT TEMPERATURE pH ENZYME 
LEVEL

1 30ºC 10.5 0.06 g/l

2 55ºC 10.5 0.06 g/l

3 55ºC 10.5 0.02 g/l

4 55ºC 10.5 0.10 g/l

5 55ºC 9.5 0.06 g/l

6 55ºC 11.5 0.06 g/l
264

265 Deionised inlet water was preheated in an external tank at the desired temperature so no extra 

266 heating effort from the dishwasher was needed. The water hardness was initially established at 

267 8.5 US gpg (4.4 mM) by following the same procedure as for sFDG tests. Chemistry required was 

268 added at the bulk water at the bottom once the dishwasher finished filling it up. Chemicals were 

269 mixed during 5 minutes before the camera, torch and CFT tile were placed internally. Test were 

270 performed with no items loaded except the camera kit and soil sample, which were placed in at 

271 the back-left side of the lower basket. Pictures were taken every 5 seconds and information 

272 collected until the camera shut down (typically 65-70 minutes, 1300-1400 images). Triplicates 

273 were done for each experimental condition considered. Once a experiment was completed, 

274 images were loaded to a computer for further processing. Figure 2 illustrates a schematic of the 

275 set-up of the camera kit inside the ADW. 

276
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277 3.4.Data analysis  

278 3.4.1. sFDG tests - Individual statistical models 

279 Statistical analyses were carried out by using JMP® software (v. Pro 11.1.1). Partial Least 

280 Squares (PLS) was the initial method selected to analyse output data from the scanning Fluid 

281 Dynamic Gauge. This technique is a regression method typically more robust than classical 

282 principal components approaches (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986). In order to gain a better insight 

283 on the method development and principles, the reader is referred to Wold (1985). The technique, 

284 rather than single outputs, enables the processing of time-evolving results.

285

286 To discretise and normalise each effect studied along the different time responses obtained, JMP 

287 software allows to build Normalised Effect Plots. These plots represent the significance of each 

288 factor over time. Values are normalised between -1 to +1. A negative value indicates a negative 

289 effect on the response while a positive value indicates the opposite. The closer the value to -1 or 

290 +1, the higher the influence of a factor at that time.

291

292 Once sFDG data was initially analysed via PLS methodology, soil dissolution, shear stress 

293 removal rates and lag times were estimated for each individual experiment. Values were 

294 calculated by integrating the experimental slopes found in raw data for the different mechanisms 

295 occurring (Pérez-Mohedano et al., 2015b). With that information, Response Surface (RS) models 

296 (Bezerra et al., 2008) were built to estimate removal rates and lag times as a function of the 

297 factors studied: temperature, pH, enzyme, frequency factor and shear stress applied. 

298

299 3.4.2. ADW tests - Image processing

300 A customised software was used to analyse the pictures taken during an ADW test. Images were 

301 evaluated by transforming their initial RGB colour values into L*a*b ones (Jin and Li, 2007). Colour 

302 contrasts between the background white colour shown on the melamine substrate and images 

303 taken at different times were estimated. A Stain Removal Index (SRI) was defined as expressed 

304 in Eq. 2 (Neiditch et al., 1980). The definition established a range of values between 0 and 100. 

305 A value of 0 indicates no cleaning (or colour change) when compared to the initial soiled tile. A 

306 value of 100 indicates a complete cleaning or complete colour matching with the background 
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307 white colour. The representation of SRI values over time allowed the visualization of the cleaning 

308 kinetics. The slope of the curve represents the removal rate at every time (i.e. %/min).

309

310    Eq. 2𝑆𝑅𝐼 (%) =  
(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡)𝑡 = 0 ‒ (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡)𝑡 = 𝑡

(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡)𝑡 = 0
·100

311

312 Where:

313

314 Eq. 3(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 )𝑡 = 0 =  (𝐿𝑡 = 0 ‒ 𝐿𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2 + (𝑎𝑡 = 0 ‒ 𝑎𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2 + (𝑏𝑡 = 0 ‒ 𝑏𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2

315

316 Eq. 4(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 )𝑡 = 𝑡 =  (𝐿𝑡 = 𝑡 ‒ 𝐿𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2 + (𝑎𝑡 = 𝑡 ‒ 𝑎𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2 + (𝑏𝑡 = 𝑡 ‒ 𝑏𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 )2

317

318

319 4. Results & Discussion

320 4.1.Mathematical model for the prediction of water jets trajectories

321 4.1.1. Assumptions

322 The model considers that the initial distribution of water around the inner volume of the 

323 dishwasher occurs via coherent jets formed as the water goes through the different nozzles 

324 (Pérez-Mohedano et al., 2015a). The subsequent spread of water via breakage of those jets after 

325 impacting different surfaces and the waterfall created in some areas is not considered here due 

326 to the significant complexity that arises. The methodology attempts to evaluate only the 

327 distribution of water until the impact of those jets.   

328

329 Impacts are studied as the intersection projection of a jet over the plane generated by the 

330 analysed item. As coherent jets are assumed (negligible changes on their diameter once ejected 

331 and no breakage of them), a single impact point occurs from a defined nozzle position and spray 

332 arm location in the ADW. As the spray arm rotate, the nozzle position varies and more impact 

333 points are defined. 

334

335
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336 4.1.2. Definition of variables

337 The paths of the jets produced from different nozzles are characterised by a direction vector. This 

338 indicates the 3D trajectory the coherent jet will follow and it can be expressed in polar coordinates. 

339 An angle theta (θjet) is defined as the angle the jet has in the x-y plane (plan view). Another angle, 

340 rho (ρjet), is defined as the angle between the x-y plane and z-axis (front view). The combination 

341 of both gives the 3D projection that describes the trajectory of the jet.  Figure 3 illustrates a visual 

342 representation of the parameters defined.

343

344

345 The space between the soiled item and the previous item sitting in front of it (i.e. two plates loaded 

346 one in front of each other) must also be considered. This space is named as ‘vision area’. It is 

347 assumed that any nozzle standing out of the vision area will not hit the soiled item as the item in 

348 front will block the jet trajectory coming from that nozzle. The time a nozzle is travelling within that 

349 vision area (tvis) per spray arm rotation represents the maximum time a jet is likely to impact the 

350 soiled item. As the trajectory of a nozzle travelling within that area is circular, tvis is a function of 

351 the angular positions at which the nozzle enters ( ) and exits ( ) the defined ‘vision area’ 𝛽𝑖𝑛 𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡

352 and the rotational speed of the spray arm (ω). Different radial nozzle positions in the spray arm 

353 also influence the available time a nozzle is travelling within the vision area (tvis). The closer the 

354 nozzle to the axis of rotation the longer the time travelling in that area. This is a consequence of 

355 the symmetry between items placed in parallel and the rotational movement of the spray arm. In 

356 Figure 4, the angle displacement for two nozzles at different radial positions is proved to be 

357 different when symmetry between items exists ( ). As the angular velocity  𝛽1 > 𝛽2 (𝜔 = 𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝑡)

358 is the same and the angle covered different, tvis is therefore different between nozzle #1 and #2. 

359 Higher separation between items also provides longer times in the vision area. A displacement of 

360 the soiled item towards the front or back of the dishwasher also changes the radius distance 

361 where the item is located from the origin. Thus, angles and time in vision area also vary. 

362

363
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364 Two parameters are defined as outputs: the total time a jet is directly impacting the soiled item 

365 per rotation (Timpact) and the length (Limpact) covered by the impact. To see in detail the 

366 mathematical approach to calculate them, the reader is referred to the Appendix section.

367

368 4.1.3. Water trajectories for ADW tests 

369 Given the set-up considered, the required input parameters to estimate Timpact and Limpact are: the 

370 coordinates of the area occupied by the tile, the ‘vision area’ distance, the spray arm rotation rate 

371 and the design parameters of the different nozzles in the lower spray arm. Both the coordinates 

372 of the soil tile (see Figure 2) and the rotation of the spray arm (35 rpm or 1.71 seconds per 

373 revolution) have been already commented. As vision area it was considered the space between 

374 the soil tile and the camera. This distance was set at 75 mm. Out of the 10 nozzles available in 

375 the lower spray arm, the model predicted only two able to directly impact the CFT tile. The others 

376 were designed in a way that either hit the backside of the tile or did not hit the tile at all at its 

377 location in the ADW. The design characteristics of the two nozzles are shown in Table 4. The 

378 values of the estimated outputs are also available in that table.

379

380 Table 4. Input and output values for the full-scale set-up.

#
NOZZLE 

POSITION
 (RNZ [=] mm)

THETA 
ANGLE
(θjet  [=] 

degrees)

RHO ANGLE
(ρjet  [=] 

degrees)
tvis (s) Timpact (s) Limpact 

(mm)

1 226 359 89 0.096 0.0013 59.9

2 145 305 70 0.169 0.027 60.9
381

382 For jet #1, the impact time over the tile was estimated at 0.0013 seconds per revolution of the 

383 spray arm. This corresponds to only 0.07% of the total rotational time. This is a consequence of 

384 the rho angle design value (ρjet = 89 degrees), which projects the jet almost vertically in the 

385 dishwasher. For jet #2, the impact time was higher and estimated to be 0.0272 seconds. This led 

386 to a frequency of impact of 1.59% of the total rotational time. The rho angle design (ρjet = 70 

387 degrees) projected this jet less vertically in the dishwasher, thus allowing it to impact the soil tile 

388 for longer. For the integrated model simulations, the frequency of application of an external shear 

389 stress over the soil tile was assigned a value of 1.59%, representing the best-case scenario 
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390 estimated. It was also assumed that the shear stress generated across the CFT tile area was 

391 homogeneous at any time the impact of the jets occurred. 

392

393 4.2.Statistical models for the prediction of individual cleaning mechanisms rates

394 4.2.1. Partial Least Squares analysis 

395 An initial PLS analysis to the data generated via the 22 custom-design experiments determined 

396 that, among the factors considered, temperature, pH, enzyme level and the frequency factor were 

397 significant contributors to the thickness change of the egg yolk CFT tiles. However, the net shear 

398 stress applied over the sample did not produce a significant impact on thickness change within 

399 the range studied (from 12 to 65 Pa). This indicates that the removal of soil layers occurred faster 

400 whenever some external energy input was applied (frequency factor), but that an increase in the 

401 external energy imposed (net shear stress) barely changed the rate of removal. Figure 5 shows 

402 a normalised effect plot that describes the effect on thickness over time for each of the main 

403 factors studied. A negative value indicates a negative effect on thickness (removal) while a 

404 positive value indicates the opposite (swelling). 

405

406

407 Temperature (blue line) showed an initial positive contribution to thickness during the first 20 

408 minutes, corresponding to the swelling stage. At around 20 minutes, the transition from a net 

409 swelling stage (net increase in thickness) to a removal phase (net decrease in thickness) was 

410 typically seen experimentally. At longer times, temperature contribution shifted from a positive to 

411 a negative effect on thickness with an increasing importance over time. Despite its effect was 

412 higher at the removal stage (peak at -0.6) than at the swelling stage (peak at 0.4), no successful 

413 removal could occur without an initial swelling, where thermal and diffusional processes are 

414 dominating. The plot also expresses that once removal starts to occur the importance of 

415 temperature increases at longer times in comparison with the rest of factors. Overall, it can be 

416 concluded that temperature is a net contributing factor for all the phenomena occurring in a typical 

417 protein-based cleaning process. A higher temperature would translate into a better performance. 

418

419 pH (red line) was highlighted as a very important factor during the swelling stage of the process. 

420 The plot shows how pH influences thickness at early times (i.e. at 10 minutes) with a normalised 
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421 maximum value around 0.9. Its contribution decreased afterwards in parallel with a reduction of 

422 the swelling rate as the stretch of the soil network approximated the equilibrium. At that stage 

423 removal mechanisms became predominant. The plot illustrates as well the negligible contributions 

424 of pH to removal. Low negative values are seen after 60 minutes, when tiles were almost or 

425 completely cleaned. This result indicates that high alkalinity is required at the first stages of a 

426 protein-based soil cleaning process. However, alkalinity is not an important factor once removal 

427 occurs. 

428

429 The effect of the enzyme (green line) became significant after an initial lag period of approximately 

430 10 minutes. As a protease enhances soil hydrolysis and increase washing performance, its effect 

431 on thickness was negative. After the initial lag time, the enzyme showed an increased negative 

432 effect on thickness until the lowest value was found at around 30 minutes (peak at -0.5). The 

433 enzyme was the main contributor to removal and its effect varied slowly once the peak was 

434 achieved, remaining almost invariant during most of the removal process (from 20 minutes to 80 

435 minutes). 

436

437 The frequency of application of shear stress over the soil (purple line) was also an important 

438 contributor to removal, following a similar trend as for the enzyme. However, during the initial 

439 swelling stage it showed a positive effect on thickness. This suggests that the application of an 

440 external shear stress and the water suction produced through the sFDG nozzle could enhance 

441 the diffusion process occurring. After that period, the effect shifted to a negative contribution. Its 

442 peak was found at around 30 minutes with a normalised effect value around -0.5. It can be 

443 concluded that both the frequency factor and enzyme level were the main contributors to cleaning 

444 for this particular soil. 

445

446 Finally, net shear stress effect (orange line) remained barely flat over time. This indicates, as 

447 already commented, the negligible effect of increasing the mechanical energy action within the 

448 range studied. 

449

450 Similar conclusions were extracted from previously reported work by Gordon et al., (2012)  on 

451 protein-based soils using the sFDG, 
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452 4.2.2. Response surface models 

453 Figure 6 illustrates the actual by predicted plots for each statistical model built for the soil 

454 dissolution and shear stress removal mechanisms and the lag time. R2 and R2 adjusted values 

455 are also shown. 

456

457

458 For soil dissolution removal rate model, input factors considered were the individual response 

459 surfaces of temperature (e.g. RS*Temperature), pH and enzyme level, their interactions (e.g. 

460 pH*enzyme) and square terms (e.g. pH*pH). As this removal phenomenon is not related to the 

461 application of any external mechanical action, the frequency factor and shear stress applied were 

462 not incorporated as inputs. Shear stress removal rate model built used as input factors the 

463 individual response surfaces of temperature, pH, enzyme level and frequency factor, and their 

464 second polynomial to degree interactions (i.e. temperature*temperature, temperature*pH, 

465 temperature*enzyme, temperature*frequency for temperature factor). Shear stress was not 

466 incorporated as a factor as the statistical analysis in the previous section did not highlight this 

467 parameter as significant in the swelling-removal process. Finally, lag time model used as input 

468 factors the individual temperature, pH, enzyme level and frequency factor response surfaces (e.g. 

469 temperature*RS) and their square terms. 

470

471 Overall, models built showed relatively high agreement with real data (R2 > 0.84). Bigger 

472 deviations were expected at the extreme values (i.e. large lag times or high soil dissolution or 

473 shear stress removal rates), as the number of data points was lower. 

474

475 With all these tools already presented and data shown, it was possible to estimate ADW cleaning 

476 profiles at the different experimental conditions shown in Table 3. 

477

478 4.3. Integrated simulation and comparison with real data.

479 Figure 7 illustrates the comparisons made between real and simulated data for the ADW tests. 

480 Table 5 indicates the experimental conditions for each case as well as the simulation parameters 

481 used to develop cleaning profiles based on Eq. 1. Swelling phenomenon required data that were 

482 previously estimated in Pérez-Mohedano et al., (2016). Lag times, shear stress and soil 
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483 dissolution removal rates were also estimated for each case by applying the statistical models 

484 developed in this work. 

485

486 Table 5. Input and output values for the ADW integrated model.

EXPERIMENTAL CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Temperature 30ºC 55ºC 55ºC 55ºC 55ºC 55ºC

pH 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 9.5 11.5

Enzyme 0.06 g/l 0.06 g/l 0.02 g/l 0.10 g/l 0.06 g/l 0.06 g/l

Frequency Factor 1.58%

Shear Stress N/A

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Diffusion Coefficient, D 3.0·10-10 m2/s 4.0·10-10 m2/s 4.0·10-10 m2/s 4.0·10-10 m2/s 2.5·10-10 m2/s 9.0·10-10 m2/s

Flory-Huggins Parameter, Χ 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0

Polymer Chains Per Unit 
Volume, N 5.5·1026 m-3

Volume Per Solvent 
Molecule, Ω 3·10-29 m3

Sw
el

lin
g

Equilibrium Thickness, ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 0.410 mm 0.703 mm 0.703 mm 0.703 mm 0.445 mm 0.822 mm

Lag Time 13.05 min 3.14 min 8.45 min 0.41 min 0.93 min 5.92 min

Shear Stress Removal Rate -24.28 µm/min -69.42 
µm/min

-31.06 
µm/min

-95.66 
µm/min

-19.20 
µm/min

-154.65 
µm/min

Soil Dissolution Removal Rate -2.84 µm/min -9.63 µm/min -7.82 µm/min -12.19 
µm/min -7.69 µm/min -22.93 

µm/min

487

488

489 Simulations showed good agreement with real data in 4 (#1, #2, #4 and #6) of the 6 cases. The 

490 algorithm was able to make close predictions under circumstances where cleaning conditions in 

491 reality were relatively strong, that is, mid or high levels of enzymes, temperature and pH. The 

492 other two cases (#3 and #5) not showing an accurate prediction belonged to scenarios where the 

493 cleaning rates were the lowest ones observed. As the frequency factor (f) was established at 

494 1.58%, the main mechanism for cleaning was soil dissolution. This means removal occurred most 

495 of the time by the only action of the enzyme as the application of an external mechanical action 

496 was not so frequent. Therefore, main distortions to predictions were introduced by the soil 

497 dissolution removal rate (SD) term. For cases #3 and #5, to produce similar profiles between real 

498 and simulated data, soil dissolution rates should have been established around -0.90 (vs. -7.82 

499 estimated) µm/min and -2.00 µm/min (vs. -7.69 estimated). Raw data inputted to generate the 

500 statistical soil dissolution removal rate model showed no smaller value than -3.90 µm/min. This 
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501 value corresponded to the experimental case at lowest temperature (30ºC), pH (9.5) and enzyme 

502 level (0.02 g/l) in the sFDG. As a consequence, the statistical model built will never be able to 

503 predict such low removal rates within the levels studied.

504

505

506 Negative values shown at early times on some experimental data (i.e. #1) corresponds to the 

507 initial wetting phenomenon on the front of the camera lens. This distorted the initial data collected 

508 by obscuring the images. Therefore, SRI estimated was found to be slightly lower than 0%. This 

509 deviation was checked to be negligible once the presence of drops or moisture on the camera kit 

510 stabilised and the variation of color due to the external factors disappeared.   

511

512 Main differences between sFDG and ADW set-ups are summarised in Table 6. To explain the 

513 divergences observed, different enzyme deposition levels on the soil tile between the two 

514 methods are suggested. In the ADW and at low concentrations, the enzyme molecules could 

515 struggle to bind to the soil surface. The low availability of enzyme combined with the vertical 

516 placement of the tile plus a fast solution renewal means that less enzyme molecules are deposited 

517 and thus the hydrolysis of the sample is reduced. In sFDG tests, the horizontal placement of the 

518 soil immersed in the wash solution with a slow renewal of it offers advantages for this enzyme 

519 deposition. At higher concentrations, the higher number of enzyme molecules could compensate 

520 the disadvantages previously observed in the ADW and more molecules could bind the soil 

521 surface per unit time thus increasing the soil dissolution rate as observed. In the sFDG, the 

522 increase in the number of enzyme molecules could increase the soil dissolution rate as well, 

523 however, due to the poor solution renewal the transport of hydrolysed soil material to the bulk 

524 solution could be done much slower, therefore reducing or making the previous divergences 

525 negligible. 

526

527 Table 6. Main differences between sFDG and Full-Scale experimental set-ups.

sFDG FULL-SCALE

Position of the tile Horizontal Vertical

Tile completely sunk Yes No

Wash solution renewal Slow Fast
528
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529 Wash solution renewal relates to the frequency action. A same frequency factor value can be 

530 achieved through multiple ways. Thus, for example, a frequency value of 50% is typically 

531 achieved in the sFDG when the nozzle is sit on the sample for 30 seconds at intervals of 1 minute. 

532 In an ADW this could be achieved if a jet is hitting a sample during 0.75 seconds in a typical 

533 rotation rate of 1.5 seconds. Therefore, when we discuss about wash solution renewal in this 

534 case, we refer to how often that mechanical action occurs and not the average time indicated by 

535 the frequency factor. The integrated model represented by Eq. 1 also takes this into 

536 consideration. 

537

538 Another source of divergences can be the assumption of a full correlation between the variation 

539 of the soil thickness and the changes in color. Despite both techniques are able to show the same 

540 cleaning patterns, it might occur that the removal of a soil layer does not completely corresponds 

541 to the equivalent %SRI change. A deeper follow-up is therefore suggested on this point to clarify 

542 in more detail the link between the percentage of removal estimated with the sFDG and the %SRI 

543 change observed via an image analysis system. 

544

545 Finally, the final decay stage of the cleaning process is also missing in the simulation. This stage 

546 relates to the final adhesive removal of the soil sample (soil layers that are attached to the 

547 substrate). As these soils that detach layer by layer break cohesively, it means these adhesive 

548 forces are higher, thus more energy is required for the removal. If the cleaning conditions are 

549 maintained constant through the wash cycle (as this is the case) this translates into a larger time 

550 to remove the same amount of soil and therefore into the reduction of the speed of removal.  This 

551 is lately shown as a decrease on the slope of the experimental data. The phenomenon explained 

552 can be observed in Figures 7.2 and 7.4. The model replicates the real data with good accuracy 

553 until the SRI reaches 70% approximately. From this point on, the removal rate decreases for real 

554 data while for simulated data the removal rate remains invariant as it is assumed a constant 

555 removal rate (linear) throughout the process. 

556

557 Figure 8 represents the differences in removal rates observed between real and simulated data. 

558 The graph allows to easily recognise which conditions need to be analysed in more detailed to 

559 enhance the quality of the model proposed. A contour line with a negative value refers to 
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560 experimental conditions where the model underpredicts the real data obtained, while those lines 

561 with a positive value corresponds to an overprediction of the model. 

562

563

564 Areas with higher divergences are found at the limits of the levels set experimentally for the 

565 different factors. These areas are less robust statistically due to the lower number of data 

566 collected. Also, they are the ones were where the divergences between experimental techniques 

567 are higher as already commented. At the highest levels set, the model slightly underpredicts the 

568 results, though the deviations are not as high as the ones observed for the lowest levels tested, 

569 where significant overpredictions can be seen. The best correlations are given at pH values 

570 between 10.5 and 11 for mainly all the ranges of temperature and enzyme levels studied.   

571

572 5. Conclusions

573 This paper presented the first effort to predict the removal of protein-based soils in automatic 

574 dishwashers. An integrated model combining the mechanical action from the appliance and the 

575 different removal mechanisms occurring on a typical soil was introduced. 

576

577 The model has shown to be a valid approach though it still requires a more refined approach to 

578 make it more accurate. Difficulties arose when assuming a complete correlation from the 

579 thickness data obtained via de sFDG and the SRI data estimated via image analysis. Future work 

580 would have to focused on how these techniques correlate by studying in detail the link between 

581 the removal of a soil layer with the change in colour produced. Data shown in these work suggests 

582 that the correlation exits as similar trends were clearly captured by the two techniques. Also, the 

583 differences between the different set-ups must also be considered. The benefits of this 

584 methodology is that enables different profiles over time of the cleaning factors used as inputs. 

585 This feature is essential to mimic temperature, pH or enzyme level changes during a typical wash 

586 cycle. 

587

588 The use of dynamic models is a tool with high potential in the understanding and the analysis of 

589 the performance of different formulations. The inclusion of time as a factor multiplies the 

590 information gathered and allows better and faster decisions to be made. By evaluating not only 
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591 the end cleaning point of a specific formulation, but also the evolution of the soil over time, it is 

592 possible to know where a formulation performs at its best.

593
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729 Appendix. Time in ‘vision area’ ( ), Time impacting items (Timpact) and Impact 𝒕𝒗𝒊𝒔

730 Length (Limpact) per spray are rotation. 

731

732 Let there be a circular item of diameter ‘Ditem’ located vertically at coordinates (xitem, yitem, zitem) 

733 with a separation from the front item ‘d’. Let there be also a nozzle located at a radial distance 

734 RNZ, a height zNL and rotating from an axis of rotation at (0,0,zNL) coordinates. The angles at which 

735 the nozzle enters ( ) and exits ( ) the defined vision area can be calculated as follow: 𝛽𝑖𝑛 𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡

736

737 (A.1)𝛽𝑖𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐sin (𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 ‒ 𝑑
𝑅𝑁𝑍 )

738 (A.2)𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐sin (𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚

𝑅𝑁𝑍 )
739

740 Given a rotational speed of the spray arm  ( ), the time the nozzle (jet) is travelling 𝜔 𝜔 = 𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝑡

741 in the ‘vision area’ is given by: 

742

743 (A.3)𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑠 =  
|𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡 ‒  𝛽𝑖𝑛|

𝜔

744

745 In between those angles, the path followed by the nozzle is given by: 

746

747 (A.4)𝑥𝑁𝑍 =  𝑅𝑁𝑍 ∙ cos (𝛽𝑁𝑍)

748 (A.5)𝑦𝑁𝑍 =  𝑅𝑁𝑍 ∙ sin (𝛽𝑁𝑍)

749

750 Where:  𝛽𝑖𝑛 >  𝛽 >  𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡

751

752 A time value can also be assigned for each of the nozzle locations if the rotational speed  is  𝜔

753 known. 

754
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756

757 The Cartesian components of the direction vector characterising the jet path are calculated as 

758 follow: 

759

760 x-direction: (A.6)(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑥 = 1

761 y-direction: (A.7)(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑦 = (𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑥·𝑡𝑔(θ𝑗𝑒𝑡)

762 z-direction: (A.8)(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑧 = (𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑥
2 + (𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑦

2·𝑡𝑔(ρ𝑗𝑒𝑡)

763

764 With those parameters, the impact locations on the x-z plane formed by the analysed item are 

765 given by:

766

767  (A.9)𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 ‒
𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚

2 <  𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑡) =  
(𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 ‒ 𝑦𝑁𝑍(𝑡))

(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑦
·(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑥 + 𝑥𝑁𝑍(𝑡) <   𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 +

𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚

2

768 (A.10)𝑧𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 ‒  𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 <  𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑡) =  
(𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 ‒ 𝑦𝑁𝑍(𝑡))

(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑦
·(𝑑𝑖𝑟)𝑧 + 𝑧𝑁𝑍(𝑡) <   𝑧𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚

769

770 The times at which the first and last impact locations within the boundaries of the analysed item 

771 occur indicate the total impact time (Timpact). The sum of the distance between consecutive impact 

772 locations within the analysed item edges gives the length coverage by the jet (Limpact). The calculus 

773 is equivalent for a rectangular item by just changing the boundaries at which the impact occurs in 

774 eq. 9 and eq. 10.

775
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Nomenclature

D diffusion coefficient

f frequency function

h thickness 

hmax thickness at equilibrium

Limpact length covered by impacting jet on analysed item

N number of polymer chains per unit volume

R2 goodness of fit

Rnz radial position of nozzle 

S swelling function 

SD soil dissolution function 

SS shear stress function

t  time   

tvis nozzle time in vision area

Timpact duration a jet is impacting the analysed item per rotation

x,y,z cartesian coordinates

Greek symbols

angular position at entrance in vision area 𝛽𝑖𝑛

angular position at exit of vision area 𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡

θjet theta angle – angle in the x-y plane (plan view)

ρjet rho angle - angle between the x-y plane and z-axis (front view)

χ Flory-Huggins parameter 

Ω volume of a solvent molecule (water)

ω rotational speed of the spray arm

Abbreviations

ADW automatic dishwasher

CFT centre for testmaterials

CIE commission internationale  de I'eclairage (commission on illumination) 
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CIP cleaning in place

FDG fluid dynamic gauging

HDL high density lipoproteins

L*a*b color space (CIE 1976)

LDL low density lipoproteins

PEPT positron emission particle tracking

PLS partial least squares

RGB color space (red green blue)

RS response surface

sFDG scanning fluid dynamic gauging

SRI stain removal index
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of the integrated model approach to simulate cleaning profiles in an ADW.

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental set-up for ADW tests. A – Plan view. B – Side view. Coordinates (x,y,z) of 
the 4 corners defining de area occupied by the soil tile: 1 (-35, 245, 180); 2 (-35, 245, 240); 3 (-35, 145, 240); 4 (-35, 
145, 180). Origin of the reference system was located at the bottom in the centre of the ADW.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of polar angles to define the 3D trajectory of a water jet.

Figure 4. Plan view of a schematic of different angles covered by two nozzles placed at different radial distances. 
Red and green dotted lines show the trajectories considered. ß angles represent the angles formed between the 
position at which a nozzle enters the ‘vision area’, the origin and the soiled item.

Figure 5. Normalized effect over time of the different significant factors remaining.

Figure 6. Actual by predicted plots for soil dissolution removal rate (A), shear stress removal rate (B) and lag time (C) 
response surface models. Dotted red lines represent the confidence interval (p=0.05) and blue line represents the 
average among all values inputted.

Figure 7. Experimental and simulation results for the six different cases considered. Experimental conditions and 
simulation parameters are shown in Table 5. Blue line represents experimental data while red line corresponds to 
simulation results. Blue shadow indicates the standard error shown experimentally.

Figure 8. Contour plots to illustrate differences between simulated and real data. A – Temperature (ºC) vs Enzyme 
(g); B – Temperature (ºC) vs pH; C – pH vs Enzyme (g).
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